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ABSTRACT 
Let Y be an operator that permutes the entries of square matrices. If Y fixes 
exactly an algebra of group matrices, it acts by cyclic permutations of the group 
diagonals. For any such operator, the matrices B that can be written in the form 
B = A - .5?(A) are those whose entries sum to zero along every group diagonal. For 
any such zero-sum matrix B and any such F, a suitable A can be constructed 
explicitly, and it is unique up to a summand that is a group matrix. 
INTRODUCTION 
This short note is an algebraic development of an idea in a recent paper 
by Gader [l]. The basic idea is to take an algebra of group matrices and look 
at rearrangements of matrix entries that fix exactly that subalgebra; generaliz- 
ing Gader’s example, I shall determine all such operators. The matrices 
occurring as differences between a matrix and its rearrangement have an 
intrinsic characterization (independent of the operator chosen), and we shall 
be able to see exactly how we can reconstruct a matrix (up to group-matrix 
summand) from that difference. 
1. GROUP ALGEBRAS AND DISPLACEMENT OPERATORS 
Let me begin by fixing the notation, which will be slightly different from 
Gader’s. Let G be a finite group of order n. For any commutative ring R, we 
can form the group algebra R[G], a free R-module with one basis element 
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(g} for each element of G and an R-bilinear multiplication given by 
t g)(h) = (&I. Th is is an R-algebra with unit element (e) given by the unit of 
G. We can then form M = Endn(R[G]), a copy of the n X n matrices over 
R. As the basis elements in R[G] correspond to group elements, the entries 
of the matrices in M are naturally indexed by pairs of group elements. More 
explicitly, each linear map A in M corresponds to a family of n2 coefficients 
A[ g, h], where A[ g, h] is the coefficient of (g) in A((h)). The left multiplica- 
tions of R[G] by elements in R[G] form a subalgebra of M that is 
isomorphic to R[G]; we call these matrices the group matrices. Explicitly, 
&rUc)(k) times (h) is Z,r(gh-‘j(g), and thus the corresponding group 
matrix A has entries A[ g,h] = r(gh-‘). It follows that we have A[g, h] = 
A[gk, hk] for all k. Conversely, it is easy to see that those equations 
characterize the group matrices. A basis for the group matrices is given by 
the matrices Bj corresponding to left multiplications by basis elements (j}; 
such a matrix has entry Bj[ g, h] equal to 1 when gh-’ = j and equal to zero 
otherwise. An arbitrary element &r(k)(k) in R[G] then has matrix 
C,r(k)B,. 
One can equally well use right multiplications instead of left multiplica- 
tions; this leads to the slightly different equations A[ g, h] = A[kg, kh] for 
group matrices. There is no serious difference in the theory one way or the 
other. 
For our further work, we need one related idea: for j in G, we say the 
group diagonal corresponding to j is the set of index pairs ((ji, i)] i E G). 
Thus Bj has nonzero entries precisely on the group diagonal corresponding 
to j. In the case of the cyclic group of integers modulo n, the group 
diagonals are the “translates” of the usual main diagonal in the matrix, and 
the group matrices are the circulant matrices. 
DEFINITION. A displacement operator (relative to R[G]) is an operation 
Y on the matrix space M given by permutation of the entries (i.e., a 
permutation of G X G) and having the property that Y(A) = A if and only if 
A is a group matrix. 
THEOREM 1. A permutation of the entries fixes every group matrix if and 
only if it maps each group diagonal into itself. Such a permutation is a 
displacement operator when, in addition, it is a cyclic permutation of order n 
on each group diagonal. 
Proof. An arbitrary function from G X G to itself can be described by 
two functions from G X G to G, 
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All group matrices will be fixed provided that this is true for the 
basis matrices Bj. Such a matrix has entries equal to 1 when gh- ’ = j and 
zero otherwise. If this matrix is preserved by the permutation, then 
cp(g, hMg, h)-’ must equal j when gh- ’ equals j. That condition will 
hold for all j precisely when gh -I always equals cp(g, h)$(g, h)-‘. This is 
equivalent to saying that (g, h) and (cp(g, h), $(g, h)) must always be in the 
same group diagonal. Thus a permutation of G X G fixes every group matrix 
if and only if it maps each group diagonal into itself. 
Consider now such a permutation of G X G. As it preserves each group 
diagonal, we can rewrite it in the form (g,k-‘g)H(ak(g),k-‘ak(g)), where 
each uk will be a permutation of G. A matrix A is fixed by the permutation 
precisely when A[g, k-‘g] equals A[a,(g), k-b,(g)] for all g and k. That 
is, for each k, the entries A[ g, k-‘g] must be the same for all g in an orbit 
of the permutation uk. This condition will force all entries on the group 
diagonal corresponding to k to be equal if and only if a, is a cyclic 
permutation of order 12. n 
The displacement operator constructed by Gader is one where a, is the 
same for all k; in his notation, the group elements have been arranged in an 
order, and the cyclic permutation chosen is the one for that ordering. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose there are permutations cp and $ of G for which 
the permutation (g, h) e (cp(g>, 9(h)) on G X G is a displacement operator. 
Then G is cyclic. 
Proof. To have group diagonals preserved, we must have cp(ki) = k+(i) 
for all i and k. Taking k to be the identity, we get I) = cp. Taking i to be the 
identity, we see then that q(k) = ks for some fixed s. A permutation of G of 
this form will be cyclic only when G is a cyclic group generated by s. n 
Gader already proved that displacement operators of the form (g, h) * 
(p(g), q(h)) exist only for cyclic G. 
2. DISPLACEMENT DIFFERENCES 
Let Y be a displacement operator relative to R[G]. Matrices in M of the 
form A - Y(A) will be called displacement diferences. We can now charac- 
terize and construct all such matrices. 
PROPOSITION 3. If a matrix is a displacement diflerence, then the sum of 
its entries along each group diagonal is zero. 
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Proof. We know that ~7 permutes the elements of each group diagonal. 
Thus the sum along each group diagonal of A is the same as for Y(A), and 
hence each sum will be zero for a displacement difference. n 
For brevity, if D is a function from G to R, let diag( D) denote the 
diagonal matrix with entry D(h) in place (h, h). 
LEMMA 4. Each matrix A in M can he written uniquely in the form 
A = xdiag( Dk) B,, 
k 
where the B, are the standard basis for the group matrices and the D, are 
functions from G to R. 
Proof. It is easy to compute that diag(Dk) Bk has nonzero entries only 
on the group diagonal corresponding to k; specifically, the entry in the 
[g, k-‘g] place is D,(g). As the group diagonals are a partition of G X G, 
the result is clear. n 
We can now prove the converse of Proposition 3 by an explicit construc- 
tion. For a displacement operator Y, let CT, denote the cyclic permutation 
induced on the group diagonal corresponding to k, so that r( A)[ g, k - ‘g ] = 
A[a,(g),k-‘q(g)]. If F . 1s a function from G to R, define new functions 
.-&F by the formulas 
SkF(e) =O, 
_akF(ak(e)) = - F(e), 
.&F(af(e))= -F(e)- F(a,(e)), 
and in general (for m < n) 
m - 1 
skF(ur( e)) = - c F(a,‘( e)). 
j=O 
THEOREM 5. Let B = & diag(Fk) B, be any matrix fm which the sum of 
the entries along each group diagonal is zero. Let T be a displacement 
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operator. For each k, let _ak be defined as above, and let A = 
& diag(Sk Fk) B,. Then B = A - r(A). 
Proof. Fix k and g. We can write g = u,‘(e) for some r. Suppose first 
r < n - 1. We have A[ g, k-‘g] = .&F,(g) = Sk F,(o,‘(e)>, and similarly 
y(A)[g, k-‘g] = A[a,(g), k-‘a,(g)] = .J$ F,<a,‘“(e>>. The formulas show 
that {A-y(A))[g,k-‘g]= F,(a,‘(e))= F,(g)= B]g,k-‘gl. The computa- 
tion for r = n - 1 is similar, except that we must use the hypothesis on B; it 
tells us that XI1 F,(h) = 0, and hence Xk F,(o,“-l(e)) = F,(a,“-l(e)>. W 
COROLLARY 6. The set of displacement differences depends only on the 
underlying group algebra, not on the particular displacement operator. Specif- 
ically, a sum Ck diag( Dk) B, is a displacement difference if and only if 
C, Dk(g) = 0 for all k. 
3. DECOMPOSITION AND RECONSTRUCTION 
OF ARBITRARY MATRICES 
Our final result shows just how well a matrix can be reconstructed from a 
displacement difference. 
T~IEOREM 7 
(a) Any matrix A in M can be decomposed uniquely into a sum A = H + 
& diag( E, 1 B, wh ere H is a group matrix and each E, : G + R vanishes at e. 
Furthermore, the matrix H in the decomposition has the same first row as A 
(that is, A[e, gl= H[e, gl f or all g), and it is the unique group matrix with 
that property. 
(b) Let F be a displacement operator, and write the displacement 
difirence A - y(A) in the form C,diag( Fk) B,. Then E, in the decomposi- 
tion is the function denoted by Xk Fk in Theorem 5. 
Proof. To establish (a), we simply modify the unique expression A = 
C,diag(Dk)Bk in Lemma 4. Define Ek(g) = D,(g)- Dk(e); then we have 
A = &(diag(Ek)+ D,(e)Z)B, = Ck D,(e)B, + Ck diag(Ek) B,. Clearly the 
first sum here is a group matrix, and we call it H. We can reverse the 
construction to recover the D,, and hence this new decomposition is also 
unique. By construction, our H has the same first row as A, and group 
matrices are determined by their entries in the first row. 
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Finally, Theorem 5 tells us that A’ = Ck diag(Xk Fk) B, has displacement 
difference equal to Ck diag(Fk) B,, the same as A. By the definition of 
displacement operators, it follows that A - A’ is a group matrix. But the 
definition of sk shows us that each _ak F,(e) = 0. Assertion (b) then follows 
from the uniqueness of the decomposition. W 
4. EXAMPLE 
Suppose we make G = {1,2,3,4} into the Klein four-group with unit 1. 
The basis Bi of the group algebra is 
These matrices outline the group diagonals. Using notation to set off these 
diagonals, we can write one of the possible displacement operators as the 
map sending 
In the notation before Theorem 5, we have for instance 
a,( I) = 4, o,(2) = 3, o,(3) = I, a1(4) = 2. 
The construction in Theorem 5 shows that the matrix 
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which has group diagonals all summing to zero, is the displacement differ- 
ence for the matrix 
I thank the referee jbr helpful suggestions on the presentation of these 
results. 
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